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Top Control Dishwashers with TrueSteam® and QuadWash™

Dynamic Dry™ and TrueSteam®—ultimate
drying plus enhanced cleaning that’s
certified to sanitize
Creating a dynamic table begins with sparkling
dishes and glassware—the kind only Dynamic Dry™
enhanced with TrueSteam® can deliver. From
thoroughly drying to helping eliminate water spots,
steam in the drying cycle lets you throw in the towel
and stop drying by hand. TrueSteam® at the start of
the cycle penetrates caked-on foods, working with
QuadWash™ technology to leave virtually no trace
behind. Only LG offers two separate blasts of real
steam for better cleaning and drying.
Dynamic Dry™ Enhanced with TrueSteam®

DRIER DISHES AND
FEWER WATER SPOTS

QuadWash™ Cleaning Power

GET DISHES CLEAN
THE FIRST TIME

NSF

NSF Certified

CERTIFIED TO SANITIZE

Available in:

Choose a Towel Bar
or Pocket Handle

PrintProof ™ PrintProof ™
Stainless
Black
Steel
Stainless
Steel
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Dynamic Dry™ Enhanced with TrueSteam®

DRIER DISHES AND FEWER WATER SPOTS
• Dynamic Dry™ enhanced with TrueSteam® transforms the power of steam into
ultimate drying
Get 60% fewer water spots*—no more having to wipe spotty glasses by hand
Four powerful steam jets on the door, plus additional jets on the interior top
and bottom, super-heat the interior for drier dishes

•
•

Percent in water spot reduction compared to comparable LG non-steam dishwasher on delicate
wash cycle. Results may vary by model. Results based on test with LG LDF7774ST as of Feb. 2018.

*

QuadWash™ Cleaning Power

GET DISHES CLEAN THE FIRST TIME
• TrueSteam® in the wash cycle penetrates and dissolves tough caked-on food

but is gentle enough for your favorite wine glasses
With four spray arms instead of just two, QuadWash™ uses Multi-Motion
arms that rotate back and forth while spinning to power-clean dishes from
multiple angles
Saves the time and headache of having to prewash or rewash dishes by hand

•
•

NSF Certified

NSF

CERTIFIED TO SANITIZE
• Clean and sanitize your dishes with confidence—all LG dishwashers are certified
by the National Sanitization Foundation (NSF)
Just select the Steam cycle to reduce bacteria found on dishes by 99.999%
and reach a final rinse temperature greater than 150°F*

•

LG TrueSteam® dishwashers certified by NSF achieve a minimum 99.999 percent reduction of bacteria
when operated on the Steam cycle.

*
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Additional Features
EasyRack™ Plus

MORE FLEXIBILITY MEANS NO DISH GETS LEFT BEHIND
• Fit more dishes, run fewer loads and make short work of after-dinner cleanup
• Upper rack has three height settings and adjusts effortlessly and smoothly to 		
•

FIT

make room for tall stemware on top or oversize pans below
Customizable tines offer greater flexibility for loading dishes of all shapes and
sizes without compromising cleaning performance

MORE
Dishes

Premium Interior

CONVENIENCE PLUS NEXT LEVEL FIT AND FINISH
• Adjustable 3rd rack holds more items so you can save time and wash fewer loads
• Interior LED lighting turns on when the door is opened so you can easily find your
favorite mug—or see if you need to reorganize the mayhem the kids left behind
• Get smooth loading and unloading, even when filled with heavy pots and pans,
with the upper rack’s glide rail and lower rack’s ball-bearing wheel design

LoDecibel™ Operation

SO QUIET, YOU CAN USE YOUR INDOOR VOICE
• Run the dishwasher whenever you want—the whisper-quiet 42 dB cleaning cycle
42 dB

•

won’t interrupt post-dinner-party conversations or naptime
Innovations like the Inverter Direct Drive Motor and 3-stage filtration system
are also designed for quiet performance

Different Handle Styles, Same Great Performance

SLEEK EXTERIOR LOOKS PLUS A CHOICE OF HANDLES
• Choose the design that matches your style—pocket handle or towel bar handle
• Top controls are easy to see and use when the door is open but hidden from view
•

when the door is closed, for a seamless look that’s also easy to clean
PrintProof ™ black stainless steel and stainless steel finishes resist fingerprints
and smudges to keep your kitchen looking its best

Smart Features

LITTLE CONVENIENCES YOU’LL USE EVERY DAY
• Use the ThinQ® app to see how much time is left on the cycle or get a
•
•

smartphone alert when dishes are clean and ready to be put away
Don’t lift a finger—check on your dishes with Alexa or the Google Assistant
Never run out of dish detergent again—Amazon Dash Replenishment Service
tracks usage and automatically delivers your favorite detergent right to your door

2

Styles

